
2182 Sandy Drive Suite 102, 
State College, PA  16803

814-234-4444
Fax: 814-954-5652

Email: info@dentistrybyaprildetar.com

HIPAA
NOTICE OF PRIVACY PRACTICES ACKNOWLEDGEMENT

I understand that under the Health Insurance Portability & Accountability Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), I have certain rights to 

privacy regarding my protected health information. I understand that this information can and will be used to:

 Conduct, plan and direct my treatment and follow-up among the multiple healthcare providers

 who may be involved in that treatment directly and indirectly.

 Obtain payment from third-party payers.

 Conduct normal healthcare operations such as quality assessments and physician certifications.

I have received, read and understand your Notice of Privacy Practices containing a more 

                  complete description of the uses and disclosures of my health information. I understand that I    

                  may request in writing that you restrict how my private information is used or disclosed to 

                  carry out treatment, payment or health care operations. I also understand you are not required 

                  to agree to my requested restrictions, but if you do agree then you are bound to abide by such 

                  restrictions.

PERMISSION TO DISCUSS DENTAL TREATMENT

If you may want a family member or friend to discuss your dental treatment with our office, we must have in writing 

permission/consent from you to do so. Please list any person you give Dentistry by April Detar, LLC permission/consent to 

discuss your dental treatment with:

** If the patient is a minor, we will discuss dental treatment with either parent or guardian**

Name of Family Members or friends that we can discuss dental treatment with: 

______________________________________________________________________________________________________

Please select one of the following below:

_____ I hereby give permission/consent to Dentistry by April Detar, LLC to discuss all dental
            treatment with the following individuals: ______________________________________________________________
           ________________________________________________________________________________________________

_____ I do not wish Dentistry by April Detar, LLC to discuss any of my dental treatment with anyone other
            than me. 

Name: __________________________     Signature: ___________________________________

Date: __________________________________________________________________________



PATIENT CONTACT PREFERENCE

Please indicate all ways in which you would prefer to be contacted by our office:

 Home Phone:  ___________________________
_____ Voicemail with detailed information.
_____ Voicemail with call back number only.

 Cell Phone:  __________________________
_____ Voicemail with detailed information.
_____ Voicemail with call back number only.

 Work Phone: _____________________________
_____ Voicemail with detailed information.
_____ Voicemail with call back number only.

 Written Correspondence
_____ Mail information to my home address.
_____ Mail information to my work/office address.
_____ Max information to this number ___________________
_____ E-mail information to this e-mail address _________________________

 Text Message
_____ Text with detailed information.
_____ Text with call back number only.

 Other ______________________________________________________________________

Patient/Guardian Signature: ___________________________________ Date: ______________

Patient Name / Relationship (If minor) ______________________________________________



CLIENT RIGHTS AND HIPAA AUTHORIZATIONS 

The following specifies your rights about this authorization under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996, as amended from time to time (“HIPAA”). 

1. Tell your provider if you do not understand this authorization, and the provider will explain it to you. 

2. You have the right to revoke or cancel this authorization at any time, except: (a) to the extent information has already been
shared based on this authorization; or (b) this authorization was obtained as a condition of obtaining insurance coverage.  To
revoke or cancel this authorization, you must submit your request in writing to provider at the following address: 2182 Sandy
Drive Suite 102, State College, PA  16803.    

 3. You may refuse to sign this authorization.  Your refusal to sign will not affect your ability to obtain treatment, payment,
enrollment or your eligibility for benefits.  However, you may be required to complete this authorization form before receiving
treatment if you have authorized your provider to disclose information about you to a third party.  If you refuse to sign this
authorization, and you have authorized your provider to disclose information about you to a third party, your provider has the
right to decide not to treat you or accept you as a patient in their practice. 

4. Once the information about you leaves this office according to the terms of this authorization, this office has no control over
how it will be used by the recipient.  You need to be aware that at that point your information may no longer be protected by
HIPAA.  If the person or entity receiving this information is not a health care provider or health plan covered by federal privacy
regulations, the information described above may be disclosed to other individuals or institutions and no longer protected by
these regulations. 

5. You may inspect or copy the protected dental information to be used or disclosed under this authorization. You do not have
the  right  of  access  to  the  following  protected  dental  information:  psychotherapy  notes,  information  compiled  for  legal
proceedings, laboratory results to which the Clinical Laboratory Improvement Act (“CLIA”) prohibits access, or information held
by certain research laboratories.  In addition, our provider me deny access if the provider reasonably believes access could
cause harm to you or another individual.  If access is denied, you may request to have a licensed health care professional for a
second opinion at your expense.  

6. If this office initiated this authorization, you must receive a copy of the signed authorization.  

7. Special Instructions for completing this authorization for the use and disclosure of Psychotherapy Notes.  HIPAA provides
special protections to certain medical records known as “Psychotherapy Notes.”  All Psychotherapy Notes recorded on any
medium by a mental health professional (such as a psychologist or psychiatrist) must be kept by the author and filed separate
from the rest of the client’s medical records to maintain a higher standard of protection.  “Psychotherapy Notes” are defined
under HIPAA as notes recorded by a health care provider who is a mental health professional documenting or analyzing the
contents of conversation during a private counseling session or a group, joint or family counseling session and that are separate
from the rest of the individual’s medical records.   Excluded from the “Psychotherapy Notes” definition is the following: (a)
medication prescription and monitoring,  (b) counseling session start  and stop times, (c)  the modalities and frequencies of
treatment furnished, (d) the results of clinical tests, and (e) any summary of: diagnosis, functional status, the treatment plan,
symptoms, prognosis, and progress to date.  Except for limited circumstances set forth in HIPAA, for a medical provider to
release “Psychotherapy  Notes”  to  a  third party,  the client  who is  the subject  of  the Psychotherapy  Notes  must  sign  this
authorization  to specifically  allow for  the release of  Psychotherapy  Notes.   Such authorization  must  be separate  from an
authorization to release other dental records. 

8.  You have a  right  to an accounting  of  the disclosures  of  your  protected  dental  information  by provider  or  its  business
associates.  The maximum disclosure accounting period is the six years immediately preceding the accounting request.  The
provider is not required to provide an accounting for disclosures: (a) for treatment, payment, or dental care operations; (b) to
you or your personal representative; (c) for notification of or to persons involved in an individual’s dental care or payment for
dental care,  for  disaster relief,  or for  facility  directories;  (d) pursuant  to an authorization;  (e) of  a limited data set;  (f)  for
national  security or  intelligence purposes;  (g) to correctional  institutions or  law enforcement officials for  certain purposes
regarding inmates or individuals in lawful  custody;  or  (h) incident to otherwise  permitted or required uses or disclosures.
Accounting for  disclosures to dental oversight agencies and law enforcement officials must be suspended on their written
representation that an accounting would likely impede their activities.
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